Cyclotron resonance scattering features or cyclotron absorption lines are unique features observed in the hard X-ray spectra of accretion powered X-ray pulsars with magnetic field of the order of 10 12 G. Detection of these features enables us for the direct estimation of strength of the magnetic field close to the neutron star surface. Corresponding to magnetic field of ∼10 12 G, the fundamental cyclotron lines are expected in 10-100 keV energy range with harmonics expected at multiples of fundamental line energy. However, we detected first harmonic of cyclotron line at less than twice of the fundamental line energy (∼1.7 times the fundamental line energy) in Be/X-ray binary pulsar Cep X-4. With the broadband spectral capability of Suzaku and N uST AR observatories, we have investigated cyclotron resonance scattering features in several X-ray pulsars to understand the shape of the lines, width, magnetic field mapping, anharmonicity in the line energies and luminosity-dependent properties of cyclotron lines. The results obtained from these works and new detection of cyclotron line in unknown/poorly studied sources are presented in this paper.
Introduction
Accretion powered X-ray pulsars are known to be highly magnetized rotating neutron stars. These sources are powered by the accretion of matter from the binary companion either through Roche lobe overflow or capture of stellar wind from the massive companion. The broadband spectrum in 0.1-100 keV range showed the presence of several features such as fluorescence emission lines, soft X-ray excess, broad absorption like features known as cyclotron resonance scattering features (CRSFs). CRSFs are generally detected in the hard Xray spectrum of pulsars with magnetic field in the order of 10 12 G (Mészáros 1992) . These line-like features are formed due to the resonant scattering of photons with electrons near the neutron star surface. Depending on the magnetic field strength, the energy states of the electron are quantized harmonically in Landau levels with an energy separation of E cyc =11.6 B 12 × (1 + z) −1 (keV), where B 12 is the magnetic field in the unit of 10 12 G and z is the gravitational red-shift. Detection of CRSFs in the pulsar spectrum, thus, is a powerful tool for the direct estimation of magnetic field of the neutron star. After the launch of Suzaku and N uST AR, the number of cyclotron line sources has been rapidly increased and helped us in understanding the distribution of magnetic field lines around the poles of neutron stars. To date, detection of cyclotron lines are confirmed in 30 sources. However, there are about 8 sources in which these lines are tentatively detected (Table 1) . Apart from the fundamental line, harmonics of cyclotron lines are also seen in some cases. Many interesting aspects related to the line shape, anharmonicity in coupling factor, positive/negative dependence of line energy with luminosity have been studied in recent years. Among these, we present some recent results on cyclotron line obtained from the studies of X-ray pulsars such as 4U 1909+07, Cep X-4 and SMC X-2 by using Suzaku and N uST AR observations in this article.
Observations and Analysis
The broadband spectral studies of 4U 1909+07, Cep X-4 and SMC X-2 were performed by using data from Suzaku (Mitsuda et al. 2007) and N uST AR (Harrison et al. 2013) observatories. 4U 1909+07 and Cep X-4 were observed with Suzaku during 2010 November and 2014 July, respectively. Observations of SMC X-2 were carried out with N uST AR at three epochs during 2015 October X-ray outburst. The energy spectra of pulsars were described with different phenomenological models such as high energy cutoff power-law model (highecut), cutoff power-law model, Fermi-Dirac cutoff model (fdcut), negative and positive exponential cutoff power-law (NPEX) and more physical Comptonization model such as CompTT. The spectral fitting was carried out using XSPEC package. In addition to continuum, additional components such as partial covering, Gaussian functions for emission lines from fluorescence emissions, CYCLABS or Gaussian absorption component for cyclotron features were also used whenever required. 
Results

Cyclotron line in 4U 1909+07
4U 1909+07 is a slow pulsar with spin period of 604 s (Levine et al. 2004 ). The optical companion of the Xray pulsar was found to be an OB supergiant star (Morel & Grosdidier, 2005) . The orbital period of the system was reported to be 4.4 d. The broad-band X-ray continuum of the pulsar was poorly studied in the past due to the dearth of high quality data. We have studied the 1-70 keV wide band spectrum of pulsar by using a Suzaku observation. The partial covering NPEX and high energy cutoff models were found to describe the continuum well. Apart from the continuum model, additional components such as a blackbody component for soft X-ray excess and a Gaussian function for 6.4 keV iron emission line were also required in the spectral fitting. While fitting the pulsar spectrum with standard continuum models, an absorption-like feature was seen at ∼44 keV (see Fig. 1 ). We have investigated the spectrum with combination of several models to check the possibility of model dependency of the feature. However, a broad absorption feature was clearly seen in the pulsar continuum in a model independent manner. We identified this feature as the cyclotron absorption line of the pulsar. We attempted to normalize the pulsar spectrum with that of Crab pulsar which has a featureless continuum with photon index of 2.1. The crab ratio clearly showed the presence of absorption feature in 40 to 50 keV range (see Figure-7 from Jaisawal et al. 2013 ). This also confirmed the presence of cyclotron feature in 4U 1909+07. The statistical tests such as F-test and run-test were performed to investigate the significance of the absorption feature. Based on these analysis, we reported a probable detection of cyclotron line at ∼44 keV in 4U 1909+07. Corresponding magnetic field strength of the neutron star was estimated to be 3.8×10 12 G (Jaisawal et al. 2013).
Fundamental and first harmonics of cyclotron line in
Cep X-4 Be/X-ray binary pulsar Cep X-4 was observed with Suzaku during its 2014 June-July Type I X-ray outburst. We have used data from a ∼60 ks observation of the pulsar in the declining phase of the outburst. Cep X-4 is a pulsar which have a pulsation period of 66.33 s. A fundamental cyclotron line was discovered in the pulsar at ∼30 keV with Ginga observation . In this work, we report the detection of the first harmonic of the cyclotron line. The 1-70 keV spectrum obtained from Suzaku observation was well described with standard continuum models such as NPEX, hecut, CompTT along with partial covering component and Gaussian functions for two emission lines at 6.4 and 6.9 keV. While fitting, a strong absorption feature was detected at 28 keV which has been known as the cyclotron line in the pulsar. In addition to this, an absorption like feature at ∼45 keV was also detected (see Fig. 2 ). This feature was seen in the pulsar spectrum while fitting with all the above continuum models. We have identified this feature as the first harmonic of the cyclotron line though it was detected at 1.7 times of fundamental line energy. The statistical significance of the absorption line was also tested by using XSPEC script 'simftest'. We found the detection of feature with statistical significance of >4σ.
Generally, harmonics of the cyclotron line is expected at the multiples of fundamental energy. However, in case of Cep X-4, we have detected the first harmonic below the ideal coupling factor 2. Anharmonicity in line energy has also been seen in other pulsars, where line energies ratio was found at above as well as below 2 (see Table 1 and references therein). Relativistic approximation of photon-electron scattering can contribute to the anharmonicity in cyclotron line energies (Mészáros 1992) . However, such low value of line ratio, as seen in Cep X-4, is difficult to explain in this approximation. There are other possibilities by which anharmonicity in cyclotron line energies can be understood. It is probable that the fundamental and harmonic lines are formed at two different scale heights which can have different optical depth. As a result, anharmonicity in the line energy ratio can be observed. Studies on cyclotron lines from Nishimura (2005) showed that increased in magnetic field in line forming region can produce the anharmonic cyclotron line energies. The effect of viewing column/line forming region at large angles can also be the cause (Nishimura 2013) . Alternatively, anharmonicity in line energies may indicate the distortion or changes in the magnetic field geometry. However, we have not detected any significant variation in cyclotron line parameters with the pulsarphases in phase-resolved spectroscopy (see Figure-4 from Jaisawal & Naik, 2015b).
3.3. Discovery of cyclotron line in SMC X-2 SMC X-2 is a high mass X-ray binary pulsar with a spin period of 2.37 s (Corbet et al. 2001 ). The orbital period of the binary system was estimated to be 18.4 d (Townsend et al. 2011) . This source went in to an intense outburst in 2015 September and observed with major X-ray observatories. We have investigated spectral properties of the pulsar with N uST AR and Swif t/XRT at three different luminosity epochs (>10 38 erg/s). The 1-79 keV spectra were well fitted with the traditional pulsar continuum models such as NPEX, fdcut, cutoff power-law along with iron emission line. While fitting, an additional absorption like feature was also detected in the spectra at ∼27 keV for the first time (see Fig. 3 ). This feature was seen in a model independent manner and identified as a cyclotron absorption line in the pulsar spectrum. Corresponding to the line energy, the magnetic field of the neutron star was estimated to be 2.3×10
12 G (Jaisawal & Naik, 2016b) . N uST AR observations also provided opportunity to probe the luminosity dependence of the cyclotron line in this pulsar. As the observations were performed at three different luminosity levels, we detected a marginal changes in the cyclotron line energy that was anticorrelated with the luminosity (Table 2 in Jaisawal & Naik, 2016b) . These luminosity dependent variation in cyclotron line energy can be attributed to the changes in the line forming region. There are a couple of sources which show a positive correlation of cyclotron line energy with luminosity (e.g. GX 304-1; see discussion section in Jaisawal et al. 2016a) . It is believed that these correlations are attributed to a critical luminosity. The pulsars below the critical luminosity show a positive correlation and vice-versa. In case of SMC X-2, the source luminosity (>10 38 erg/s) was in the super-critical regime where the radiation pressure dominates and a shock can be formed above the neutron star surface (Becker et al. 2012) . As the luminosity increases, the line-forming region is expected to shift in the accretion column. This results a negative correlation between cyclotron line energy and luminosity.
Summary
We have reported the detection of cyclotron line(s) in pulsars such as 4U 1909+07, Cep X-4 and SMC X-2 by using high quality data from Suzaku and N uST AR observatories. We have also probed various phenomena such as anharmonicity in line energies, luminosity dependent characteristics as well as mapped the magnetic field around pulsars. The presence of anharmonic lines in Cep X-4 may indicate that the fundamental and first harmonic of cyclotron line were not forming at the same scale. It is also possible that the line-forming regions are viewed at larger angles. For the first time, we detected a cyclotron line in SMC X-2 along with a negative correlation between cyclotron line energy and luminosity and discussed these findings in term of changes in the lineforming region.
